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I

INTRODUCTION

The seismic safety of existing buildings is not solely a matter

of engineering design and assessment of seismological risk, Even

~fter scientific, engineering, and other experts determine what to do,

there is no guarantee that property owners and other members of the

community will do it, Within any community there are likely to be

different perceptions of the public interest. Moreover, courses of

action which are desirable from a communit? viewpoint may not be

economical from the perspective of the individual. Thia conflict

between self-interest and the interest of the public or the community

appears when government attempts to increase ~he safety of its citizens

by passing ordinances or adopting building codes which represent a

marked departure from prevailing practice. The essence of such regUla

tion is t~\at its benefits will be spread among a large number of such

people while its costs ~ill be paid for by a few, Recognizing that

these few, mainly government and private property owner~will be put

at a disadvantage perhaps even undergoing severe hardship, incentives

or various forms of compensation are suggested to facilitate implemen

tation. It ~eems clear that what is needed, in addition to engineering

studies to develop approp=iate procedures for evaluating and coping

with the hazard from existing buildings, is knowledge about the range

of appropriate incentives which might prove useful for governments to

use, Thus the main purpose of this report is to document an explora

tory study of a number of possible incentives and options which have

been discussed in the past by pUblic officials and conceivably might

be adopted in the future.
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In order to approach the complex question of appropriate incentives,

it was decided that it is important to examine in a tentative way the

political feasibility of a large number of possible economic, legal,

and informational incentives before undertaking a detailed cost-

effectiveness analysis of the most promisinq choices. For example,

while there is much talk about the use of property tax in some way to

provide an incentive, there has not been any investigation of whether

informed community leaders and elected and administrative officials

would support such an approach. A great many public agencies live

fiscally off property tax, and it is not likely that a diversion of

this source of revenue to improve seismic safety of communities would

be met with unqualified joy and support. What will become apparent

from this study is that some mix of incentives combined with concerted

public and private action is necessary to bring about implementation

of a hazard abatement program.

In order to get the most out of the available research resources,

it was decided to concentrate on the City and County of San Francisco.

Why pick San Francisco? Besides being close and easily accessible,

San Francisco is typical of many urban centers that are exposed to some

degree of seismic risk. If one expects that after the 1906 earthquake

the citizens of San Francisco always built with future earthquakes in

mind, one would be sadly disappointed. As a city report observes:

"It was not until 1948 that comI'rehensive lateral force design criteria,

specifically considering seismic forces, were added" to the building code.
1

1 City and Co~nty of San Francisco, Department of City planning,
Community Safety: A propo~al for Citizen Review, July 1974, p. 15.
See also State of California, Joint Committee on Seismic Safety,
Meeting the Earthguake Challenge, January 1974, pp. 197-198, for brief
history of lateral force requirements in San Francisco.
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While of course not all of the post-l906 buildings should be considered

hazardous, it is still important to note that a 1972 re~rt estimated

that an 8.3 magnitude earthquake stenuning from the San Andreas Fault

could cause approximately 10,000 deaths with ~Iother 40,000 injuries

in the San Francisc~ Bay Area. 2

For the more than 700,000 citizens of the San Francisco region,

the City and County of San Francisco appear to be unique. Certainly

in the Bay Area, San Francisco is known as the C:~y. In some ways, of

course, San Francisco is not unique. Like other urban areas it has

fiscal problems, a fragmented political system, and a host of social

and economic problems. Its population is mainly middle class and mostly

white. It has a strong ethnic base composed of Italians, Germans,

Irish and Poles. About one-third of the population is composed of

minorities, including about 100,000 blacks, about 100,000 Spanish-

speaking or spanish-surname people, and about 50,000 Chinese-Americans.

The city alg,o, 'las large numbers of young and old people. TWenty-two

percent of the population is sixty-five years of age or older and thirty-

six percent is under t:'lenty-five. It is an attractive place for the

young to star~ their ~rofcssional lives and for the old to retire,

while the middle-aged tend to move out to the suburbs. The city thrives

on tourism and real estate, and is a financial and insurance

center in the west. San Francisco is sustained primarily by a white-

collar economy.

20 . 5 . Department of COmmerce, National OCeanic and AtMOspheric
Administration, A Study of Earthquake Losses in the San Francisco
Bay Area; Data and Analysis, A report prepared for the Offic~ of
Emergency Services, 1972, p. 121.
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The government is a product of the refol"1l\ movements of the 1930s

anc., t"herefore. is highly fragmented with no single foc':" '.Jf authority

and political influence. The mayor, for example, shares his authority

with a board of supervisors. with a chief administrative officer. with

a controller, and with numerous boards and commissions. In addition.

both business and organized labor play an active role in political life.

This ~mbination of political fraqmentation and the use of nonpartiqan

elections, makes it difficult to get concerted action out of San Fran-

cisco's political system. As one observer put it:

San Francisco has such a multitude of complex and elaborate
institutions and mechaniSms for distributing authority that
it is remarkable that anything ever gets done by its390vern
ment. Very often, in fact, nothing does get done ...

It should be clear that if anything is done in a political system

such as that of San Francisco, it will require action by policy makers

and an issue which is timely and reflects some urgency for resolution.

This does not mean that every policy problem must assume r.risis propor-

tions before something is done about it. but it does mean that policy

makers have to do a great deal to convince the public that something

should be done. A policy area such as seism~c safety is likely to be

ignored or not given its due attention. There does not seem to be much

urgency about a potential earthquake which may occur some time in the

future.

3Sharon perlman Krefetz. Welfare Policy Making and City Politics
(New York: Praeger Publish~rs. 1976), pp. 54-55. This brief discussion
of San Francisco's political system is mainly based on Krefetz, pp. 51
81; se~ also Fred Wirt, Power in the City CBprk~ley: University of
California Press. 1974) for general background.
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Nor does it help the situation when public officials make light of

the potential hazard. In 1969, for example, Mayor Joseph I.. Alioto

held a party to cOIlIIIemorate the a1I'li..ersary of the 1906 earthquake. It

was during that same year that the Board of Supe~isors passe1 San

Francisco's parapet ordinance (Article 2.5 San Francisco Building Code,

Sections 251-254). Although Mayor Alioto signed the ordinance, he did

not support it, and when no longer in office, he cODIIIented on "the

mentali ty of th(; doomsday crowd who rally around the earthquake banner."

He then went on to conclude that "the parapet ordinance if enforced

would cost millions and deprive San Francisco of its priceless exterior

beauty.,,4 His reluctance to take seriously the potential hazard from

earthquakes may partially explain the delay in the enforcement of the

ordinance. It was not until 1975 that San Francisco's Bureau of

Building Inspectioh obtained sufficient resources to hire staff to

unde~~~~ tha inspection of buildings. With only a handful of inspectors

relatively few buildings have been inspected. As of Spring 1977,

building permits had been issued to correct the hazards in about seventy

buildings. When one considers that there may be roughly ten to twenty

thousand buildin~s that require such corrective action, it is clear that

it will take, given the current level of resources, many years to com-

plete the process of enforcing the 1969 parapet ordinance.

No doubt it will be quite expensive to repair San Francisco's

buildings so that they co~ply with the ordinance, and in many cases it

may not be technically or eco~omically feasible to do so, but that is

not the lesson to be learned from the parapet ordinance. What the

4JoSePh L. Alioto, "Parapets, Earthquakes and "anatics," San
Francisco Examiner, June 9, 1976, p. 35.
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parupet ordinance situation tells is that a seisroic safety program will

have a grc~t amount of difficulty if not in passing legislation then,

certainJy, in being implemented. Thus, while this study address~s the

que~tion of which incentives ease the process of implementation, the

study is made a~ainst a background of the difficulties ot doing so.

The point is amply illcstrated by the fact that it took outside money

"from the 1973 Federal Revenue Sharing program to provide the Bureau

of Buildings Inspection with the necessary manpower to inspect parapets

5
and appendages." Evidently, the officials did not think that the issue

of seismic safety had :l hi ~il ellV'Jgh prio.:; ty to use tl-.e city I sown

fiscal resources.

METHODOLOGY

Before proceeding to discuss what was learned from interviews in

San Francisco, a brief summary of what was done is in order. During

the summer months ~f 1977 ninety-eight respondents were interviewed in

San Francisco; and it is important to have some understanding about

the people who were interviewed, how they were selected, and what they

were asked.

People Who Were Interviewed

Since the political and implementation feasibility of ~ range of

incentives to fix existing bui.ldings is of concern, it was desirable

to talk to people who might be directly involved either in the choice

of particular incentives (e.g. a city planner) Jr who would be affected

by that choice (e.g. a representative of hotel interests). This is a

5city and County of San Franci!';co, Department of City Planning,
"The San Francisco Parapet Ordinance," Background Paper No.2,
January 1'174.
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situation in which a random sample of citizen opinion on earthquakes

would not be appropriate. Instead what was wanted were the opinions

and predispositions of those people, the elites, who might enter the

political arena or nave something to say if an incentive program wer~

suggested.

In American politics most people do not worry about most issues

most of the time. The usual situation is one of relatively few people

paying attention to an issue at a particular moment in time. Given

the general citizen indifference about earthquake hazards, it did not

seem that the issue of incentives would prove an exception to the rule. 6

Thus, the opinions were sought of that small segment of San Francisco's

pUblic who either were concerned about the general issue of seismic

safety or might be concerned about the effect of a specific incentive

in the future. These people were called earthquake influentials.

How the Se~ection Was Made

What gets on the public agenda and what happens afterward is a

complex product of the behavior of institutions, groups, and organized

interests. Ideally the sample for this study should reflect this

diversity of interests: government, business, labor, experts and laynen.

The breakdown of the influentials, ae independently coded by two of the

researchers, is shown in Table 1. Members of the expert group (22 per-

cent) include engineers, a~chitects, city planning and public works

officials, as well as government and private professionals whose

6 For evidence of this indifference see Edgar L. Jackson and Tapan
Mukerjee, "Human Adjustment to the Earthquake Hazard of San Francisco,
California" in Gilbert F. White, ed., Nat'!ral Hazards: Local, National,
Global (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), pp. 160-166. Also
see Arnold J. Meltsner, "Cttizens and Earthquake:::, ,. W')rking Pc.per No. 64
(Berkeley: Graduate School of Public Polic')', Unlvt:.r~il.y of C-1Jif."li-:1;a,
January 1977).
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TABLE 1

BREAKDOWN OF SURVEY INF~,UENTIALS

Number Percent

Expert

Government 9 9
Private

Business 10 10
Community 3 3

Subtotal 22 22

Laymen

Go verrunent 16 16
Private

Business 46 47
Community 14 14

Subtotal 76 77-- =

Total 98 99*

*Percent does not total to 100% because of rounding.
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occupations involve earthquake and emergency preparedness. Twenty-six

percent of our respondents work in local government agencies. Influ-

~ntials from the private sector include representatives of both business

and community interests. Those with a business orientation (57 percent)

include bankers, merchants, and property managers: as well as people

in real estate, insurance, tax, and labor associations. Respondents

with a community orientation (17 percent) include individuals in posi-

tions concerned with consumer, conservation, or environmental issues,

and those in tenant or neighborhood associations.

Initially the influential~ were selected from various lists of

government agencies, private sector groups provided by the Chamber of

COllllllerce, and well-known experts and members of relevant committees.

As it prog~essed, the selection was modified by including other people

who were referred by the respondents. Of course not ev~rybody wanted

to be interviewed: abo~~ 25 percent of the ~eople called for appoint

ments refused with such comments as: "It would be a waste of time";

"r don't want to get involved with earthquakes": and "It's God's will:

nothing is going to stop it from happenin~'. In addition, a common

reason for refusing to be interviewed was the reluctance of middle

management, particularly in government, to vojce its own opinions.

Thus, "talk to my boss" became another source of referral. Ultimately,

the sample consisted ~f ninety-eight usable interviews.

The representativeness of the sample, of course, is open to

question. For an exploratory study the sample is adequate, given the

uncertainty of the universe from which it was taken. Political responses

to issues are usually so fluid that one is never certain who will care

about what. The respondents were associated with eighty-nine different
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organizations. Although the individuals interviewed did not officially

represent these organizations, their opinions are likely to be repre

sentative of groups within these organizations. A complete list of

the organizations is given in Appendix A.

What Was Asked

An open-ended questionnaire was devised and pretested in Alameda,

San Mateo and Santa Clara counties for two months prior to its use in

San Francisco. The final questions are listed in Appendix B. The

questionnaire provided the means of obtaining an indication of the

respondents' involvement ~ith earthquakes, their awareness of earthquake

hazards, their views regarding the role of government in mitigating these

hazards, their opinions about their roles in reducing earthquake hazards,

and their predisposition to support or to oppose various incentives to

improve the seismic safety of existing buildings.

The interviews were conducted in a non-directive and conversational

manner, frequently using probes to elicit responses without putting

words into th~ mouth of the respondent. The interviews typically took

about thirty minutes with some raking as long as one and one-half hours.

Most of them were recorded on tape and later transcribed. Ten percent

of the respondents, while willing to be interviewed, refused to be

taped. With few exceptions. the interview took place in the office of

the respondent.

After this brief overview of the methods, the question of

whether the influentials are aware of the potential hazards from

parthquakes is considered.
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HAZARD AWARENESS

A concerted effort toward the abatement of earthquake-related

hazards is unlikely unless a group such as the earthquake influentials

recognizes the hazards and sees the need to mitigate them. It was

expected that the influentials would be aware of the hazard even if

they were not inclined to do something about it. But to what extent

do these individuals perceive the hazards of earthquakes in San Fran

cisco? Do they see these hazards as a problem that can be solved, or

one that is incapable of solution and thus better left to fa~e? What

is the ext:ent of their concern regarding the consequences of a major

earthquake? It will be seen that, for some, the hazard of earthquakes

is a non-problem. It will also be seen that many of the influentials

are aware of the hazard because of their jobs and past experience.

High and Low Awareness

When the responses were analyzed, it was quite clear that most of

the sample are aware of th~ h~zard. As can be seen in Table 2, 81 per

cent of the influentials have at least moderate awareness, and S3 percent

have high awareness. Experts, as would be expected, are highly aware

(82 percent) as contrasted with laymen (45 percent). A majority

(64 percent) of the respondents in government and 59 percent of indi

viduals with community alliances have a high awareness. The percentages

decline to 46 percent for those with business, labor or taxpayer

interests.

Only 19 percent of the respondents rated low on hazard awareness.

One way to view these respondents is that they have a high prope',sity

to avoid the hazards associated with earthquakes. Several of these
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respondents do not see the hazards; or if they do, they were determined

to deny their illlpOrtance. fIr know of nothing," announced a board of

realtors spokesman, "that I would consider to be Ii great problem." A

trust officer dimilarly stated:

I was born and raised in San Francisco and I haven't seen
anything of a hazardous nature develop dS a result of an
earthquake here. The parapet problem we faced was more
of an erosion problem. Prob~ly an '06 earthquake would
create some havoc here. But ruildings are built a lot
differently now than they were then.

This confidence in the safety of San Francisco's buildings was

also expressed by a government finance officer, who firmly believes

that: "All buildings in San Francisco, built after 1906, are earthquake

resistant. If people want to admit it or not, all buildings in San

Francisco are earthquake resi$tant above one story, including school

buildings. "

The "ostrich position" also accoWlts for thE: low awareness of

several respondents, including a Board of Supervisors aide who stated:

"I don't believe in worrying about those kinds of things." When asked

if he thought there were any important hazards associated with earthquakes,

a housing development official replied: "I try not to think about it.

Most people I know don't give it much thought." This view is also dis-

played by the comment of a chamber of commerce official who stated in

a fatalistic tone: "We' re just not going to dwell on the earthquake

thing. If it happens, it happens."

predictably, there are a few respondents who feel they possess a

special immunity, as does an insurance association official, who said:

"I don't think it's going to happen to me." One of the respondents, a

tenants ass~ciation member, offered an explanation for the tendency,
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thinking about the potential hazard: "People

re3lly don't think about it. Because if they did, there wouldn't be

any people here. We'd all go somewhere else to live."

It is clear that most earthquake influentials are aware of the

hazard and some prefer to ignore it; attention is now directed to the

sources of awareness--jobs, experience. and knowledge.

Occupational Involvement with Earthquake~

Involvement with earthquakes in the various jobs and associations

of the resrondents contributes to their awareness of earthquake-related

hazClrds. As previously nlcl\t.i.oned. the respondl>nts were ~elected because

it ~ccmed that they would be instrumental i~ the formation and execution

of policies aimed at abating these hazards. The sample included indi

viduals who are likely to be called upon to participate because of their

expertise in the subject area and also individuals Who will wc.at to

participate because their interests might be affected. Consequently.

it was not surprising to find that 96 percefit of the group of experts

a~e involved with earthquakes in their jobs, and a high percentage

(55 percent) of laymen are also involved with earthquakes in their

various occupations. Seventy-six percent of the government employees

and 60 percent of the private sector influentials are involved with

earthquakes. For the sample, 64 percent of the respondents deal with

earthquakes in their occupations or associations.

These figures, however, do not reflect the extent of their

involvement. In some cases the invol~ement could be infrequent and

trivial. In other cases, the involvement ib a central part of the

influential's job. Several of these individuals are required by law
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to include seismic safety on their agenda. For example, as a result

of 1971 legislation, each city and county in California is mandated to

7incorporate seismic safety elements into its general plan. This law

essentially requires local agencies to identify all geologic hazards

within their boundaries. According to one of the respondents in the

Planning Department of San Francisco:

When seismic safety elements were required to be added to
the general plan .••we developed a map called the Special
Geologic Study Area. [This map] delineates areas within
the city that are potentially subject to seismic disturbance.
Any proposal for construction within one of those special
geologic study areas starts off a special review process
in this office.

In addition to its effect on planners, the impact of seismic

safety legislation has also been felt by realtors. The realtor must

obtain copies of the appropriate elements of the general plan of the

city or county in which a property is situated. 8 "If the property is

within a zone which has been identified as geologically hazardous ••.

this information should be disclosed to the potential buyer of the

land ;_ fit is JII'\terial to the transaction." 9 It is not necessary for

the buyer to inquire about potential geologic hazards in order to

create ~~e need for disclosure. lO Thus, according to one real estate

broker, the subject of earthquakes comes up, "any time you're talk:;'ng

with an owner of property or a prospective owner. II

Apart from legal considerations, other interests require tt,e

attention of the respondents to the potential impact of earthquakes.

Bankers, for example, deal with earthquakes in their appraisals of

property:

7california Government Code, Section 65302.

80ugald Gillies and Jack Shelby, Disclosure of Geologic Hazards
(Los Angeles: California Association of Realtors, 1977), p. 30.

9 "dIbl ., p. 32.

10Ibid., p. 33.
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When we appraise property. if we feel the property we're
appraising is prone to damage by earthquake because of
the type of construction, brick buildings. for example,
then we have to include it in our report. We would rec
ommend earthquake insurance and possibly an inspection
by engineers--some sort of report by engineers attesting
to the soundness of the structure.

A museum official stated that he has to deal with earthquakes

"all the time". Earthquakes are taken into consideration "in terms

of the way we design our storage facilities for the art work and how

we install our exhibitions, both temporary and permanent". An officer

and manager of a large complex of retail shops and restaurants is

involved with earthquakes:

We're a public facility; therefore, we have to be conscious
that i..' something major occurred in this area, we're going
to have to respond to that emergency. We're going to have
to evacuate tenants, patrons. We have earthquake proce
dures, fire procedures. Our staff is kept up to dat~ on this.

~ author of numerous environmental publications is currently concerned

with the seismic safety factor as it relates to the siting of dams and

nuclear power plants; and an officer of a public interest group often

responds to questions people have about what they should do to reduce

their vulnerability in the event of an earthquake:

Every once in a while there's a scare in the media about
(earthquakes), but people aren't really trained to know
exactly what to do. It's something that you have to
remind them to think about, because there is nothing
quite as panicky as an earthquake. P~ople, at least if
they have enough knowledge, even in the face of hysteria,
they'll know what to do.

For many of the respondents the extent of their involvement with

earthquakes is incidental to their occupations. Many of these indi-

viduals regularly represent their government departments or private

organizations on emerger.cy planning OT earthquak~ advisory commjttces,

or they are spokesmen for their special interests aL various state and

local hearings on seismic safety issues.
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A ~ew of the respondents have only rare occasions where they are

required to deal with earthquakes, such as those faced by an official

of the tourist industry, to whom earthquakes are "kiddingly mentioned

by travel agencies".

Over one-third (36 percent) of the respondents indicated that they

did not deal with earthquakes in their jobs. This group includes

members of hotel and apartment house associations, representatives of

tenant interests, spokesmen for neighborhood merchants: and officers

of businessmen federations. Although these influcntials did not per-

ceive the impact of earthquakes in their jobs, their interests are

likely to be affected by a policy aimed at abating hazardous bUildings.

Recent Earthquake Experience

Certainly experiencing a major earthquake would be a factor in

the deve] Jpment of hazard awareness and, indeed, several of the ~espond-

ents voluntarily mentioned actually experiencing an earthquake apart

from the mild tremors that are occasionally felt in San Francisco.

During the Bakersfield quake of 1952 an apartment house industry

official happened to be in santa Haria (over 100 miles from the

epicenter): "I drove up and stayed in one of those new m·::>tels •.•

And believe it or not, I was right careful about it: :_ s~uod in the

doorway •.• 1 really knew it was an earthquake:" This earthquake was

also felt by a civil engineer who at the time was working with a

railroad's field survey crew:

I was deeply involved personally with the TehAchapi earth
quake. [The railroad has] a number of tunnels in the area
and the fault line ran through these tunnels. These tunnels
suffered immense damage and, of course, stopped railroad
operation at the time. It took us twenty-nine days to
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restore that line. We experienced some 300 aftershocks in
a thirty-day period. Needless to say, r am sensitive to
earthqU<Jkes.

Several respondents experienced the 1957 San Francisco-O,l" City

earthquake. One Board of Supervisors aide was working in one of the

financial district's high-rise buildings at the time, and recalled

glancing out the window and viewin~ the sway of the towering buildings.

Another respondent and member of a tenants association recalled: "r

was working on the ninth floor of the Mark Hopkins Hotel when the

building began to shake." When she returned home to "one of the oldest

public housing buildings in the city," she found, "the walls cracked

all the way across." Her co-worker, who had been eight years old in

Apr~l of 1906, had been particularly upset. A finance officer,

employed by the city, also remembers the 1957 quake: "1 looked out

the window and the (l ty Hall was moving around like a big barge."

~arthquake Experience: Memories of 1906

For the most part, the earthquake experience of the respondents

is, at best, secondhand. For many of these individuals, tales of the

1906 earthquake are a source of hazard awareness. For example, an

eme:-ge"1CY services official related:

~y ~othcr and father were living here in the 1906 earthquake.
Over th~ years I've heard many stories about that earthquake.
Mr' ,)Wr. personal •..iew is if we had an earthquake that is 8.3
c:~ the scale, it would be very devastating. Everything
1,1\"110 b~'isrupted. J do mean everything--completely dis-
l ...r' F.!d. Definitely affects all utilities; damages a great
nllnbpr ..... f h'Jlldings; r",servoir flooding, fire, many casual
tie~. T~ will b~ an exceedingly bad situation.

~any .n, ""(n"),(~<; ("of 1';16 still focus on the fire. As one structural

E''1'lin'~er observ( _: "You tal'~ to any of the old-timers: they don 't talk

about the earthquake: t'~y talk about the fire. And the propaganda
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then was--we had a helluva bad fire.· Several of the respondents adopt

the viewq of these ·old-timers". A representati.~ comment was made by

a real estate board spokesman: "The 1906 business was more fire than

earthquake." These respondents do not believe that San Francisco would

experience the "conflagration of 1905 because, as a city civil engineer

points out: "The Fire Department has cisterns all around the city."

Howp';er, these reservoirs of water are not all arou:ld the ci ty i

and despite the fact that San Francisco tea.:; good fire protection, a

museum C'fficial questions "whether or not the Fire Department will be

able to respond" in the event of ."1 major eartnq:l'lke. This concern is

not without cause. Several officials ill the emergency services depart

ments of the city believe that fire is still a hazard and that the

possibility is greater now than it was in 1906 that there will be a

major fire following an earthquake. As one of these officials pointed

out: "We did have building density then, but nothing like what it is

now. It's not very likely that gas service would be shut off in time

to prevent fires." In the highly congested areas of the city, "streets

may be i~accessible to fire equipment due to buildings collapsing". In

the residential at'eas, "we have wall-to-wall wood-frcaJlle o;.Lildingsi (with

few exceptions), every one of these buildings has at least one car in

the garage with a tank of gasoline". Thus, for many respondents,

ir:cludill9 a mel-'chants association official, "the same dangers sit around

today so that the city could be leveled".

Xnowlt'1.ge of the Hazard

Besides jobs and exp~rience, knOWledge about the probable conse

quences of earthquakpg also affects awareness. When the respondents
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were asked to identify the important hazards associated with earthquakes,

virtually all of ~hese individuals directed their responses to the con-

sequences of a major earthquake even though we did not specify magnitude

nor intensity in our question. For example, an economist replied: "In

any major earthquake there is going to be considerable damage to property

and consequently to people;" and a neighborhood association official

mentioned "buildings falling down on people's heads; fire and explosion".

In addition, many of the respondents commented on the probable

effects of a major earthquake on their own community. For these indi-

viduals the hazards are not at all remote, but rather they are seen to

be a product of their immediate environment. A member of a regional

conservation group pointed out the soil characteristics of this

environment:

We have a very high seismicity--a couple of very important
faults that are capable of generating very large earthquakes
with very severe motions. We have very soft mud soils,
saturated with water. When development consists of dry
solid filIon top of the sof~ mud, you end up with founda
tion conditions that are quite different from what might
be on dry land.

An emergency services official identified some of the hazards associated

with these environmental and man-made conditions: "I would say that

perhaps liquifaction and ground collapse, the unstable ground areas,

would probably be one of our greatest hazards." Several C"f the laymen

are also awarn of these conditions. For example a community repre-

s~ntative discussed the inherent dangers in his area:

For Chinatown we understand that this is mostly land fill.
In the event of an earthquake one of the major sources of
damage and loss of life will ~e due to collapsing bu~ldings-

whpther they are new or old buildings. Probably mor~ so
wi th old buildings because they i'lre made out of lJrid.s. A
lot of these brick buildings are subject to total collapse.
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In addition, the density of the buildings compacted in fifty square

miles is seen as a factor contributing to the hazard. As another

emergency official pointed out: "Here an earthqaake would affect the

total city", and a board of supervisors aide observed that: "The

hazards in San Francisco are so obvious. You have so many buildings

crowded into such a s~~ll area, falling objects are probably thp

qrea test concern."

For a tenant association member, the height of buildings is another

source of hazard: "You know, you ride over the bridge and see all those

tall buildings in San Francisco. They look like chessmen on a board,

and you say: 'I sure hope I'm not in one of those buildings when the

ground starts shaking.'" The danger of falling glass from these high

rise buildings is one of the major concerns of a consumer advocate, who

predicts that "the scope of a disaster here could be monumentall

thousands of people could be killed or injured just from falling glass".

This hazard was also mentioned by an :::.:::rgency services official: "We

hope there's not a lot of glass that flies out of the high-rise buildings

during a shake. We do know that glass from that height will kite if

it's broken and will travel three or four, maybe five, blocks. It will

ki te down and cut people's hands off."

Consistent Priorities

It is clear that the earthquake influentials have an awareness of

the hazard, and that it is often based on something more than watching

old earthquake movies on television, but this does not mean that they

necessarily share a ~ommon definition of what to do. If, for example,

a program could be devised to increase the safety of buildings from the

hazards of earthquakes, it would still be necessary to determine which
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buildings to start with. Although the respondents have various notions

about the vulnerable structures, these notions are quite consistent

fro~ one group of influentials to another.

This consistency is evident from Table 3. Taking the total sample

as illustrative of the ordering of priorities, it can be seen that the

first 67 percent of the respondents focus on various structural

considerations, such as age of buildings, construction materials and

building height. Then 52 percent indicate their concern for buildings

with high occupancy. Critical facilities come next (such as those that

mURt be operative in the event of a disaster) and are mentioned by

26 percent of the influentials. Only 17 percent indicate that buildings

housing vulnerable populaticn~ (schools, orphanages, etc.) should be

considered. Undoubtedly, this latter area i~ re~_atively ignored because

of the Field Act in the State of California, which requires that all

school facilities meet seismic safety standards. On2y a few respondents

mention location. Those who do often relate this factor with other

concerns. For example, an emergency services official stated: "The

San Francisco Planning Commission has maps that show what parts of our

city would be subject to the heaviest earth movements and what parts

of the city have precode buildings. It's obvious that's the place to

start."

With the exception of influentials from government, the highest

number of responses across all groups focuses on structure and building

construction. This factor is viewed as a priority item for several

reasons. For example, according to a civil engineer: "This would be

strictly a structural question. It would be multi-story buildings that

do not have a steel frame or are not composed of reinforced concrete,
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and this would tend to be primarily an old-style brick building."

An architect holds a similar view: "Unreinforced brick is, of course,

the most dangerous material because it has no lateral strength." Many

of the earthquake influentials are concerned about the quality of con-

struction in various areas of the city. An insurance company executive,

for example, expressed his concern about Chinatown:

I don't think the one-family dwelling is really the target.
Rather, the multi-family, old structures, which ale built
with antiquated design. Morta~ of lime-type which deteriorates;
the kind of structures that are brittle and have no resiliency.
The biggest example probably is Chinatown.

Then there is the structural engineer who feels that: "In San Francisco

the worst residential area is the so-called tenderloin district--mostly

Type C buildings. They are built mostly in the twenties, prior to any

seismic code."ll Some of these precode Type C buildings, according to

an emergency services official, "have brick running up the walls, no

reinforcement, generally four or five stories. They're real 'flop-house'

hotels."

A few individuals are concerned with the height of buildings in

San Francisco. "You have to consider tall buildings," replied a real

estate board spokesman, "because obviously they can do more damage in

case of an earthquake." And, of course, the parapets, as was noted by

an electrical contractors' association executive, are still considered

a factor despite the city's attempts to abate this hazard: "All those

parapets that overhang on buildings--knocking those off will eliminate

the hazard of their dropping on people."

ll"precode, Type C buildings car. be generally defined as those
bUildings constructed before 1948 that have masonry or concrete exterior
bearing walls with wood floo!" and wood roof cC'nstruction. It This definition
is from: City and County of San Francisco, Department of City Planning,
Community Safety: A Proposal for Citizen Review, July, 1974, p. 19.
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For the most part, the respondents have a ccnplex view of the

problem, as demonstrated by one engineer, a member- of a regional con-

servation agency, who is concerned about structure and occupancy: "In

San Francisco there are a lot of old buildings predating the Long Beach

earthquake, some of which have been weakened severely because of sedi-

ment, modified uses, and minor earthquakes that have occurred. Some

of them are Jf fairly high occupancy. I think that's probably where

we should be starting." A community representative also believes that

"the priorities will have to be ba.sed on many variables ... not even

looking at the physical structure, but saying where are the people, and

at what time". And then there are those who are concerned about eco-

nomic implications. A real estate management association executive

stated: "We have an economic base to protect," and he asked: "What

typesof businesses are more important to the economy of our area? What

t}~es of organizations are considered to be the most important to our

well-being?" A spokesman for a regional group with business interests

suggested that:

In principle, priority would have to lie with buildings
that get the greatest use. Or the buildings that are
proximate to the heaviest traffic load--high-rise buildingr.
next to a street that's heavily traveled. I would do it
based on the quantification of the amount and frequency of use.

A city planner pointed out that "priority has ~c do with the

level of risk acceptable to the public":

If you based it on some level based upon use and importance
to the general public, the first buildings would have to be
those which are vital immediately after the disaster, as
hospitals. Critical community facilities, not just emergency
services. Second, right after those. you would have to con
sider density of population. High concentrations of resi
dential buildings made of unrelnforced masonry-~an Francisco's
old hotels, brick hotels, like in the tenderloin district.
which ar~ essentially elderly housing in the city and have
some of the densest population in the city.
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From these various shac~s of opinion on priorities, it should be clear

that the public is not a monolith with a single preference or complete

agreement on which buildings should be fixed first. What saves the

sit.uation is that the ordezing of priorities within a group is quite

consistent for all the groups of influentials.

A Link to Action

Awareness of hazards from earthquakes is obviously a necessary

condition for action. From a coding of the interviews it is clear that

t.ile! more the influentials are aware of the hazard, the more likely it

is that they will be supportive of a possible hazard reduction program.

Even if there is skepticism about the numbers in Table 4, at least the

direction is consistent with this generalization. With awareness of

the hazard can come the motivation and will to do something. Without

it, it is ridicul~us to talk about incentive programs; people will not

accept these programs without believing that there is a need for them.

Incenti"..es work best when the donkey is hU!l=J!"Y and wants to eat the

carrot. Now it is true that a large numb(r of the earthquake influentials

are aware of the hazard and have some basis fur that awareness. Whdt is

troubling is that the percentages for the exper.ts and governmental

influentials drop by no small amount from those for the private sector

and laymen. This may be just an artifact of the coding, but it may also

indicate that the experts have not done an adequate job of making the

other influentials aware of the hazards in San Francisco. A counter

weight to the lack of awareness is the fairly consistent ordering of

priorities from one group of influentialc to another. While th~re will

always be som~ who would argue that a hotel should be fixed before a

hospital, in general if those who are aware of the hazard can convince
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TABLE 4

INFLUE~~IALS WITH HIGH AWARENBSS OF HAZARD ARE
MORE LIKELY TO SUPPORT

HAZARD REDUCTION PROGRAM

--

IEarthquake
Hazard Awareness

Response to High Moderate Low
Program --

No. \ No. \ No. \

Support 28 54 5 19 a a

Neutral 15 29 10 37 ! 6 32

Oppose 9 17 12 44 13 68
I - - -- - - -

LTota" 52 100 27 100 19 100

those who are not ~ha~ the hazard exists. then. at least. they will

agree on priorities. The possibility of such convincing increasing the

general level of awareness among the private sector argues for cunsider-

inq some form of informational incentives.

INCENTIVES

Becau~e the problem of abating the earthquake hazard for existing

buildings is costly. the notion of using economic incentives to encourage

property owners is a commonplace policy suggestion. It property owners

have little self-interest in fixing their buildings, then one obviously

moves to make it worthwhile for them to do so. GOvernment in the past
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has attempted to do just that. There have been a number of state and

federal progra~~ which have concerned themselves with the repair of

existing buildings. There was, for pxample, th? federal Assisted Code

Enforcement (FACE) program which provided 3 percent loans to bring

12
designated areas up to code. Whe~ this federal program was changed

in the early 1970s, the California state government passed the Marks/

Foran Act, whi.ch enabled local government agencies to sell revenue

bonds and to make loans to residential property owners so that their

bUildings could be brought up to code. A related and recent state act

is the Marks Historical Rehabilitation Act of 1976, which became effec-

tive in January, 1977, and which aims at preserving ornamentation and

restoring bUildings of historic importance. Local legislation is

currently being drafted in San Francisco to implement this state act.

Now some of these previous programs did not directly focus on the

issue of safety, 1 'It it is clear that in the process of bringing a

neighborhood up to code or preserving an important and beautiful building,

safety is also enhanced. Thus it is reasonable to think in terms of

economic incentives. But given the state of awareness among our

12
Generally the u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development

has continued to prOVide loans and block grants for community development
and rehabilitation of neighborhoods. While a great deal of this financial
assistance has been for residential property, under Section 312 of the
Housing Act of 1964 (as amended) loans have also been made available to
commercial ),")'h~rty owners. For example, $50,000 loans were made available
to restore so~"e historic brick buildings in Sacramento. This amount, as
one informan:: put it, "was not enough to get out of the basement." Although
the federal government put a limit of $50,000 0n these loans, its partici
pation did make it easier for property owners to secure loans from local
banks which could cOVer the extensive costs (e.g. $250,000) of rehabilita
tion. See U.~. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Programs of
HOD, March, 1977, and piqest of Insurable Loans: A HUD HandboOK, 4000.1,
SE'ptember, 1975.
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earthquake influentials, it does not make much sense to restrict our

attention solely to economic incentives. Some attention should also

be paid to informational programs and to the use of legal action and

enforcement. Although some of our respondents themselves recognize the

importance of going beyond economic incentives, for example, with the

suggestion of using "the carrot and the stick," economic incentives are

still dominant in their thinking, as is apparent in Table 5.

The responses of the influentials are to an open, general question

on incentives. Even so, 45 percent of those interviewed suggested some

kind of financial inducement for property owners to fix their buildings.

For example, a merchant stated:

OWners need an inc~rtive.•. Obviously, when you make an
investment, it takes away from the profitability of an
enterprise. Don't think there's a property owner from an
investment standpoint that isn't going to make some periodic
improvement on his property when he sees that there are bene
fits and he has the availability of depreciation that will
enhance the value of his p~operty. Incentives would have t?
be developed that make it as attractive as possible to do
a renovation like that •.. that has no other direct benp.fit.

And a property manager restated tle same theme: "The basic reasons and

objectives of an owner is reasonaLle profit on investment •..The only way

of motivating a building owner is to reflect some advantages to him

financially." But it is not just businessmen who feel this way! people

in government have the same view. For example, a city planner observed:

"I think there is only one solution .•. it has to be an economic one. In

some fashion you have to give people tax or financi~l advantages.

However, many influentials in the private sector voice suspicion

and resistance to government involvement in the managing of private

property, ciearly reflectihg the time-honored tenet of laissez-faire
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TABLE 5

EARTHQUAKE INFWENTIALS FAVOR
ECONOMIC INCENTIVES

First Impress~on of
Incentive Number Percent

Economic 44 45

Economic and information 13 13

Economic and legal 10 10
(carrot and stick)

Information 9 9

Legal 7 7

"Nothing" 6 6

Don't know 6 6

No answer 3 3

Totals 98 99·

*Percent does not total 100 because of rounding.

Source: Question 5. See Appendix B.
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capitalism--the distrust of government intrusion into p~ivate enterprise.

A util~ty ~epresentative, for example, stated: "I'm sor~ of against

subsidJ.:dng. Every time you subsidize, it seems to me there is a hook

in it. If the government is going to help pay for something, they expect

something in return, and they want to dictate the terms." A downtown

spokesman declared, reaffirming this suspicion of government:

If you say to them (property owners] we have a reno'lation
program for your area, the government's going to giv~ you
funds for renovatinq, and at the same time ~e will give you
matchirl funds for seismic safety ••• they won't accept it. It
means nothing to them to be required to fix up the property
to seismic standards. No matter in what language you couch
it, they will he suspicious and will refuse it.

In short, government and its money are not to be trusted. "Every time

property owners deal with government," according to one businessman,

"they are given certain assurances, certain standards, and none of them

hold. "

Earthquall.e influentials generally consider a progrm of Llformation

by itself to be ineffective. In response to the general question on

incentives, only 9 percent of the total sample suggested such a proposal.

For these influentials, information evidently is great because it is

cheap as one building inspector suggested: "Information is great •••

then people could dry it. You've made progress. And it doesn't cost

you that much."

Yet for many, information is not so great because it will not work

as an insur~nce broker made clear: "Who would get 'em to read it? Who

would read it to them? Unless it's sOll\ething ver:y close to you. you're

not going to bother about it." A city administrator believes people

will read but that an informational program will still not work: "You

miqht tell people what's happening: but I think in the long run, it
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would not be effective. People know--they've been around: th~y see:

they read. It wouldn't help to raise their consciousness."

Evidpntly, information and knowledge Ly themselves are not suffi-

cient incentives to counter the economic motives of property owners.

For example. a bank vice-president in an appraisal d~partment stated:

I don't think information would be effective. The reason
is the kind of buildings you're talking about are income
producing property ...not just used by an vwner like a home
but normally owned for profit. He wants a return on his
investment. And you won't find him voluntarily doing that
if it'll cut down on his return. If you force them into
doing it, then it's almo~t like confiscation. You're telling
him: "You must take a loss on this building."

Instead, economic incentives and informational programs have to be

used together if one can jUdge by the r?sponses of the influentials

who want to be told what they should do to their buildin(,js. As one

apartment owner observed:

Capital is needed to defray the costs that a property
owner must bear. He certainly cannot hold on to the
building ctherwise. It would probably be a good idea to
lAt him know what he's got to do and the methods avail
able for getting it done.

A building contractor added:

Anyone who owns ar. investment property ~ill first want
to know what he is expected to do to the structure.
Following that, an easy and low-cost method to provide
funding must be made available. These two features
together might work.

In response to the general question on incentives, only 7 percent

think it is appropriate to utilize the law to compel property owners to

retrofit their buildings. It sepms likely that government influentials

are more apt to suggest some sort of legal device or sanction than those

in the private sector, but the numbers in each category are too small

to substantiate this conjecture. Here is how a city planner put the

case for legal action:
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Yes, we should use legal action to force owners to fix their
buildings. They have taken on a certain responsibilit~ in
being a landlorrt, certainly to a multi-unit building. 1
hdve a harder time in single-family homes, to say to a person
he can or can't do this or that. He's taking the risk him
self. But with multiple dwellings, the respon~ibility really
falls on the owner. The other people can't do the work, nor
are they allowed to. Seems like the building code i~ ~~me

thing that should be considered retroactive.

In contrast, an insurance spokesman stated:

I don't think legal action will force anybody to do anything.
Even if it does, it shouldn't be done. Obviously, they
will be doing it against their will and they'd find a
million ways to circumvent that law.

A merchant added:

The government cannot just come down from Olympus and start
telling me to shell out si~able amounts of capital because
there might be an earthquake.

Having seen the dominance of economic incentives in the initial responses

of the influentials, let us now turn to some of the specific eco~~~ic,

informational, and legal actions which influentials might support or

oppose.

Economic Incentive: Use of Property Tax

Of all the incentives discussed by earthquake influentials in San

Francisco, property tax relief is the most salient. With some varia-

tions. a property tax program would rewarci a p~'lpert~ owner with a taK

ded~c~ion for fixing his buildings to appropriate seismic standards.

Several features of the present local revenue system, however, work

counter to its use for earthquake hazard abatement. As of now, for

example, a property owner is likely to resist making abatement improve-

ments because his assessment will increase. ~s a realtor put it: "You're

going to have to do something to give the owner a tax relief ..•Once he

does this to his home, it will be reassessed for a hiqher tax .•.That's
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why a lot of them are not getting remodeled--because it's taxable to

the owner."

But ~"~-tV;S~ local governments were allowed to give property owners

a br~ak on their assessments. What then? Without some outside finan-

cial help from the state, such a local government would ]'ave to raise

its tax rates. With its higher tax rate, that local gov~rnment might

turn away large industry and commercial investment to jurisdictions

with lower rates and perhaps fewer F~ismic hazards. Moreover, property

tc't is not a popular tax and then: is much talk about reform, by which

is meant relief. Citizens, in general, would not want to support a

program that might increase their property tax burden. According to a

recent poll conducted by the Field Institute, a high proportion of the

pl:l,lic (63 percent statewide) believe that property taxes should be

reduced first if any Lax reduction is considered. The Field poll reports

that public tolerance of this tax is at its breaking point. 13 Therefore,

any tinkering with property tax for seismic safety purposes implies

considerabi~ state or federal fj~~ncial assistance.

Since the property tax incentive has high interest, it is important

to understand the nature o~· its support. Both government and private-

sector influentials seem predisposed to using the property tax. But

the responses as expected are quite uneven and qualified. Some responses

from the private-sector influ~ntials demonstrate little awareness of

the constraints involved in manipulating the property tax base, as:

"Everybody is property conscious now ... that would get their attention.

-------_._--
13Mervin D. Field, "Property Taxes are No. I Gripe in Poll,"

San Francisco Chronicle, Sept. 30, 1977, p. 12.
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Good idea:" Other private-sector influentials providsi strong critiques

about shifti~g local tax bases: "I think it's just a plain old arith-

metic game ... If the cost is still prohibitive with incentives, your

incentive is lost. And if you say you're going to give me $100,000;

then I say you're going to bankrupt my government~ The political

mandate to spend that kind Df money i sn I t there."

The influentials also suggested several methods for using the

property tax. The!ie include temporary moratoria un the tax, lower

assessments on the seismi~ safety work done, and using rebates with

percentage deductions over time. T~e underlying idea is to make build-

ing rehabilitation for earthquake hazard abatement as economically

palatable as possible. A businessman commented:

I think property owners need an incentive. Obviously, when
you make an investment, it takes away from the ~rofitability

of an enterpri~e. Don't think there's any property owner
from an investment standpoint .• . the old prudent man ... that isn't
going to make some periodic improvement on his property
when he sees that there are benefits and that he has avail
abilIty of depreciation that will enhance the value of his
property or make it more efficient. So incentives would
have to be d~veloped that make it attractive to do a super
ficial renovation ... that has no direct benefit.

This same businessman continued: "I think that the property tax would

be a big ~ncentivei I really do. That's one of the biggest bites in

running a business."

Yet knowledgeable rp~F0rdents are also suspicious of using the

property tax. They want to know how it will work and what the conse-

quences are likely to be. A realtor asked, for example:

If financing is available--the big "if"--and I'm assuming
it is, 0bviously, we'd have to have specifications established.
What things are required? If this becomes legislation, which
it's going to be, who does the inspection? How is it done?
To what degree is compliance going to be required? Who inspects
the final work? Who, indeed, establishes the specifications?
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A similar concern about the problem of administering such a proqram

was expressed by Olle business leader:

The question is: Will it work? I'd tell you, yes, on one
end; and, no, on the other. Now, I'm a practical guy. The
local assessor will pay no attention to that. He has another
goal and another problem that does not relate to seismic
safety in any shape or form. So it doesn't work in practice;
it works in theory.

Other responses were concerned about the possibility of decreased

municipal services creating a less attractive environment for comm~rcial

interests. A llousing executive, for example, stated:

We always talk about the property tax and that ir.centives
should be made available to reduce taxes or defer taxes.
In the long run and immediately when you start talking
about lowering people's tax rates, the very first thing that
happens is that services that are needed in communities are
left wanting because cities don't have the option of saying,
well, our tax revenues are down as a result of tax exemptions.

Some voiced strong opposition against the use of the property tax:

"That would work, or at least encourage some owners; but it's a waste .••

It'll ruin our tax base; and for what? Something so far down the line:"

These comments reflect some of the concerns of businessmen in San Fran-

cisco aDd they also represent possible sources of resistance or erosion

of support for using the property tax as an incentive.

On examining the responses from influentials in the public sector,

one finds about the same s~pport for using the property tax incentive

as one finds in Lhe private sector; but it is also heavily qualified.

Concern over where these monies would be diverted from was a constant

focus of the discussions. Mor~over, one notices the additional attitude

that public funds not be used to better commercial enterprise, as ex-

pressed, for example, by a planning executive: "Using the property tax

wculd be more appropriate, I would think, in a private residential
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section. It seems to me that property tax for a corporation is passed

on to the consumer .•• " In addition, an awareness of the difficulties

with manipulating the property tax was obvious among those public

influentials. A major change of property tax procedures would require

state action--it is not a matter of local government deciding it wants

a change. State involvement then adds considerable complexity to the

idea. Would all Californians want San Francisco or their own communi-

ties to play with the property tax? Where would the money come from?

public officials voiced concern over manipulating ~ax laws, as

they fear changes to be permanent, institutionalized, and discriminatory.

One official, involved with economic development, remarked:

For one thing, a tax on property consists of two portions-
a tax on land and a tax on improvements. And they're not
really separated that well ... It is incorrect to argue that
giving some kind of tax reduction benefits will change the
use of that land in any way. Because those taxes are
capitalizing the value of the land ...You know you'll have to
pay an annual payment in taxes related to that land. Tax
on improvements is a little bit different •.. If the taxes on
improvements become too high, it will be difficult to supply
future improvements at a construction cost plus taxes that
will offset the demand for those facilities. The taxes
will reduce the supply of improvements. So you can talk
about •.. you know, making adjustments to property taxes on
the basis of improvements, but our tax laws are such that
the division between land and improvements is not done well.
That's One reason. Another reason is tax credits often
become a permanent institutionalized thing in the tax
structure, for temporary kinds of problems.

Thus it seems that it is knowlpoge about taxes rather than

earthquakes that influences opinions on the use of the property tax.

Consider this statement from a city planner: "It could probably be

done through tax assessment if there were a written or unwritten law

that when you did something to preserve an old building, your assessment

didn't go sky high." It is likely that such a person would initially
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support the use of the property tax as an incentive, but one wonders

what would happen to his support once other influentials with tax

expertise talked with him about the problems associated with making

these assessment adjustments. There is, however, no doubt that property

tax mechanisms can be a powerful tool for encouraging the remodeling

of buildings to present seismic standards. Supporters of using the

property tax argue that they need financial assistance and this incentive

can ease the pain of the high costs involved. Opponents of the property

tax ask the nagging question: Where does this money come from and who

is paying for what? Although there is considera~le support for using

the property tax from the earthquake influentials, such support is

likely to wither away once the complexities of implementing its use are

faced.

Economic Incentive: Low-interest Loans

The introduction of a low-interest loan progr~ to encourage

property owners to rehabilitate their buildings in order to increase

their seismic safety re~eives considerable support from the earthquake

influentials. Future funding utilizing low-cost loans was often dis-

cussed throughout the interviews in terms of past and present programs.

Federal Hou~ing Administration (FHA) loans and the Federal Assisted

Code Enforcement (FACE) program, for example, provided models of possible

financial m~chanisms for influentials to examine. The underlying notion

was that seismic standards could be included along with other programs

of code pnforcement, or at least prior efforts such as the FACE program

were a precedent for federal subsidy or perhaps state assistance. A

city administrator. for example, suggested,

I think one good way, from what we've seen in San Francisco
with the FACE program, which is a program for residential
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modernization, is to provide low-cost loans. Low-cost
loans are a very equal device to get people to make improve
ments, and I think that there are hazards to the public, so
we should give some real financial incentive--low-cost loans
are one means.

And a planner advised:

The best thing would be similar to the rehabilitation
assistance programs done in other cities and San Francisco
where you map, you designate an area of the city as hav~n~

code enforcement requiring every building in that area
to come up to code, saying that ~ccess to the low-interest
loan is voluntary. Some people may want to do it with
their own money. But it would be better to systematically
go through the area rather than having a voluntary program-
I just can't see a voluntary program working sufficiently.

Many of the influentials have specific knowledge of and experience

wi th the administt"a tiC''1 of such loans from prior programs. As a result,

they are concerned about the administration. For example, a merchant

advised: "One of the problems with a program like that is getting the

work out. So damn many government loan programs available at low

interest--so few people know about them. A lot of the money goes

unclaimed." Most of those influelltials who support the use of low-

interest loans do so with the idea that external sources of revenue

can be tapped. As in many public construction projects, some combination

of cost-sharing mechanisms among city, state and federal governments

could be developed as a loan package similar to small business loans

now available to merchants. A city official stated:

In many cases there are all different kinds of loan programs.
The Small Business Administration has small loans, some of
which are funded totally by the government; some are guaran
teed by the government, Others use loan packaging, where a
portion of it comes from the private source, and a portion
comes from local sources. So you can develop a loan program
that has all those aspects in it.

One central problem which usually came up in the discussion of loans

is the uncertainty over the possible costs of rehabilitation and the size
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of loans required to meet these costs. A city planner commenting on

id~ntifying the hazard in San Francisco's plan expressed his concern

for costs indirectly:

One of th~ things ... is a mapping of the location in the
city of buildings that are pre-seismic code. The number of
buildings is unbelievable. It's one of the provisions that
the city has really not done anything about because the
number of buildings is so great; there are no resources
with the program at that magnitude. Politically it's a
very touchy question. "Where do you start?

Another c'.ty official is more direct in his concern: "We can't very

well talk about what we can undertake unless we know how much it's

going to cost,"

Uncertainty over costs and the impression that abating earthquake

hazards would involve a~tronomical costs encourages the influentials

to adopt a long-term perspective with respect to low-interest loans.

Many cautioned that a necessary feature of any loan program would

involve a long-term repayment psriod so as not tocrpate additional

financial burdens on owners. A commercial property spokesman added:

"The only way you can do it would be a long-term idea. In other words,

allow the money on a low rate of interest. Because to borrow money--

building today is almost prohibitive." Another long-term perspective

expressed by the influentials but not related to costs is that whether

buildings were "tested" in a future earthquake, or not, is not ultimately

crucial because a loan program would nevertheless promote stronger and

safer buildings in San Francisco.

Generally, earthquake influentials in the private sector, while

voicing support for the availability of low-interest loans, do so with

caution. This group, as one expects, articulates the interests and
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concerns of the businessman. Specifically, they focus on capital gains

and protection of profit margins. This concern is demonstrated by

apprehension regarding any activity that would mean an in~rease in oper

ating costs and would result in the realization of lower profits. A

business community representative stated: "The property owner says,

'If I have to put out so much money and it doesn't show in income, and

I cannot amortize it, I don't want to do it:' And it would be the same

with any sE:isrnic ~afety--no added income by fixing it up to seismic

standards." And a real estate manager added: "As far as I'm concerned,

if you can work up some kind of formula whereby the owners of the build

ing can get a fairly decent return on their investment, I think it would

bp. feasible."

Private-sector influentials, particularly those concerned with real

estate management, would not be encouraged solely by low-cost loans to

rehabilitate their buildings. A property manager asserted: "[The

owner] still has to pay back the loan. It doesn't ~elp any. Even with

a no-interest loan, it would still not be enough. It's probably not

going to be any more marketable, and it's not going to get any more

tenants ... not be able to raise rents to pay that off ••. I'm just guessing

at the economics--that the costs you'd have to spend could not possibly

be recaptured in the consumer market." Another real estate representa

tive has similar sentiments: "It's important to keep in mind that

where you're involved with investments, the monies that are used to

do certain things to a building are d,:)ne so with a view to receiving a

return on the investment. It's ~oubtful that revising a building's

structure for earthquake protection yields any additional income."
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Influentials from both goverr~ent and busines~ who support a

low-interest loan program also fe~l th.t such a program needs to be

closely regulated so it can be easily evaluated and held ac~ountable

to the taxpayer. Tnis concern for accountability points to a program

in whi~h those supprvising the loan would have knowle.ige of what funds

are going out and coming in. ~ city offi~ial stated:

Any kind of subsidizing of programs ... r think should be done
on a direct basis, not on an indirect taxation basis. It
r.an be done ... through subsidized loans--low-cost loans. at
lower interest rates, lower terms, below market-rate
loans. Then you have a way of evaluating the effectiveness
of your program. Because any time you're putting money
into that kind of plan, you know exactly how much money is
going into that program. How much is it costing the public.
What are your results.

Anc he r.ontinued:

You deal with it directly as a direct loan in earthquake
kinds of improvements. You can set up a certain fund, do
it on a subsidized loan basis, and you know exactly how
much is going out to be used for that purpose. You know
what it's costing you because you know what the market-rate
loans C3n be, how much the government is sUbsidizing it
for. Therefore, you can determine how much earthquake
proofing was done, how much public cost was involved, and
you can evaluate your program.

This attitude reflects a suspicion that these low-cost loans c0uld

result in a hoondoggle and fraud. "It's hard to dete'~ine where

structural reinforcement ends and cosmetic renovation begins."

An additional concern that private-sector influentials, par~i~ularly,

offer is that seismic rehabilitation. once completed, goes unseen. Such

work and resulting loans increase an owner's operating costs without

possibly any increase in revenues. A manufacturer therefore commented

on the need to share these costs:

He has a social obligation to maintain his building to
seismic standards: the society should help with the cost
of such improvements. We must be careful that the costs of
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these imp£ovements don't fall only on the shoulders of the
property owner and that the means will exist to spread the
expense over several groups.

On what ba~is can such improvements or sh~uld such improvements be

passed on to the tel. .It? And can the ten....t population in San Francisco

assume such costs? '>'.1ese are questions of high salience to the busi-

ness communi t', .

i'rivate sector influer.:ials IlIUlntain, howevPl:, th'it if a mandate

exists to cO'"i'el. O\'r'~r~ -.0 :-."·,1bil~ta: '-, thei' pr"r·crtiL·s up to present

seismic standards, the.") . i11 .r~q'~ll:e f.lnancial assist.anc,:. In their

view, present low-int~rest loar pl-ogT.a:ll5 ac"u ni.s l er~'d by the Clovernment

ar", mainly directed at res'.,!",. ::ial prop~'rt;· 0Wn,.rs or SlTla 1 ~ ~usines::;.

Thc,e influentials representing lal:qn C()1!'.::lel· Lal i nti'rests i'I~f;ert ':h'lt

they will n~ed relief to mitigate the expense of abating earthquake

hazards, and they perceive that a low-interest loan program ~s probably

the least objectionable financial mechanism to accomplish this.

In summary, some form of low-interest loan program 3eems a g00d

prospect. It has bupport from most of the groups which are represent~d

by these earthquake Lnfluentials. There are close precedents from both

prior and existing feder~l and state programs. It is clear, however,

that the availability of such loans by themselves would not be a suffi-

cient incentive. There does not seem, at least to spokesmen of the

private sector, to be much vi::dble "credit" in making buildings safe.

In any event, a low-interest loan program would have to be designed so

that it truly acts as an incentive and does not disturb the profit

picture of business and commercial interests. To do so could involve

a long-term repayment schedulp. Moreover, it would have to be closely

regulated and accountable so that .oans are made for appropriate
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purposes. Finally, much more information on cost~ for the individual

property owner and the city as a whole will have to be available before

the feasibility and necessity of such a program becomes apparent.

Informational_Incen~ive: The Importance of T~chnical Data

Specific qupstioning about informational incentives indicated that

some respondents f~el that seismic information as incentive would prob

atly be "a waste of time," but an encouraqing sixty-one (62 percent)

infl';.-ntials, expert and laymen from the ~.JT1.VatJ' s;·cto.r and ,!overntnt;r,':,

feel th.t !>ome type of informational "rojram "'~"'ld be ap~!"opri.. te. "'~ey

<ire par'":icularly l.nterested in reliabl~ te(':1l1.cal infox.,r.ation. Tl'a,r,-

is 'i great de"'l of interest especiall',' In CLJst~;; tor example. a C"l1' -ac-

tor said: "If I . 'ds a building ow.,er, T '0 want t.O l\nt'lo' '/illa:: I <';<'ul,.l do

and ....hat it would cost me." And a reprcJPntat1 .. c of a c'.>!!IJtl' ~,~ty c'Ldnning

associat:iol. fee 1s that prop~rty Q1o'r,.>rs could :.:.se a di rectory c f aervices

that they can investigate for help HI an ..~.1\·zin,; tt..' 'xact C0sts ant;. t.lte

E-xact 'mditions of the building",

Scientists and engineers working in the area of seismic safety

probably feel that they have already mad r considerable effort ~o communi

cate technical information; but for at least some property owners the

message hus not bE-er, rece i vea. as is evi dent from thi s comment by a

property association executive: "What's truly needed in this area is

harder information about what is to be done. The professionals differ

greatly, so how is a businessman going to put out capital on shoddy

information." An engineer working for the city pointed out some of the

technical data which would be useful for the p[~perty owner to have:

"Type of building--what are the general deficiencies? What is the
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effect in time ~f an earthquake? What might happen? What generally

the costs might be." Besides information on the structural safety of

a building, a city planner asserted the need for geological information:

"1 th1nk it s important that people generally recognize that they ')ught

to have a little bit of geologic information; that it doesn't require

a perceptible earthquake to cause problems at some sites. A tremor or

a wet winter is enough to cause a geologic problem."

The earthquake influentials have different notions about the audi

ence for information. For some, such as one movie theater owner, infor

mation should be directed to large numbers of citizers: "There's got

to be a much broader education program than just property owners •..

something where the public at large are aware of the problems and want

something done about them." Others do not agree and feel that "people

are a lot more informed right now than they have been in the past". Dr

as an aide to an elected official put it: "I think most Californians

are pretty aware of the dangers of living in earthquake country." For

some, the main target for information is not the general public but the

profession~~s who advise property owners. A soils engineer feels thut

information should be directed to engineers who need to increase their

competence: "In the Bay Area, a sure-fire way to fill a lecture hall is

to have a discussion on earthquakes--engineers would come out of the

woodwork to attend that. Even so, there are probably thousands of

engineers who don't know as much aoout it as they should--they don't

know the weaknesses in the code."

Besides different notions of audience, the earthquake influentials

also hav~ different tactics for how to reach that audience. With respect

to i~formational programs for property owners and the general public.
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two tactics were advanced: a hard-sell camp~ign and a soft-sell one.

Many of those who support a hard-sell campaign are unacquainted

with the specifics of the earthquake issue. For these influentials, the

effectiveness of a hard sell is judged on the basis of "shaking up" the

constituency in ~rder to move them to act. For example, this attitude

is portrayed by a consumer action representative:

In order for property owners to see the value of bringing
their building up to code, you first have to get them to
believe that the quake can happen. what it can do; and
what they need to do. They should see buildings toppling
down like dominoes.

A merchant concurred: "What we need is a good realistic documentary

showing the pain and suffering of people ... that might wake someone up."

Granted a documentary might in fact "wake someone up". but who? Probably

not those who would decide to fix or not to fix their buildings.

"The purpose is not to scare people." according to another merchant,

"There's no point to that." Expanding on this theme, a city official

expressed the idea of the soft sell:

I think we have frightened and confused the public too
much already•.. it's a matter of informing them to make them
more knowledgeable •.. to provide information that will increase
their depth of knOWledge. It should be done in such a way
that we don't induce fear; because when we do that, we get a
variety of reactions that could be negative.

The soft-sell tactic for many influentials needs an advertising

mode. As one official put it: " .•• You really have to go into a Madison

Avenue approach ..• if you want to get to the p~uple. You'rp not selling

soap, but you have to take that. same kind of package ... otherwise 10U are

accused of being scaremongers." Another city representative suggested:

" .•• a full media blitz on radio and T.V. You're selling a product, and

t.his is public safety:" Such proposals also have supporters among the
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private sector. A merchant, for example, observe.d: "It's wise to

assume an ignorant public--onE' th,-t is rt::sistant to baa 'lews. The idea

is to grab their attention and mak.e them listen .•. the catch is iOU

probably have t::> l...e entertaining too:"

In general, those advocatin~ a soft-sell tactic have had consider-

able experience not only with earthq\~keS but also in dealing with the

public. As one influential expressed the essenc~ of the soft sell:

"The idea is not to turn people off, but to mak.e them r~ccptive to what

you have to say abo"t thi:; hazard .. flu night.i\ure tactics. Just approach

the public with ra~ional consinerati~l,s.' A consultir.g engineer who

is wise to the ways of politic~ ~f£irmed this view and also pointed out

the importance of pa::icipation: "Jt has to be a soft approach ••• anu

you have to make the people, building owners, and renters feel l~Ke'

they're part of the act. Tell them the whole story; let them partlci-

pate. If the government comes in with a shotgun irostE'ad of a beebee

gun, I think they'-e in for trouble."

While it is clear that our influE'ntials feel that providing infor-

mation in certain ways and to particular audle~ces is quite important,

it is also evident to them that info~tion by itself will not be a

sufficient inc~ntive. An englneer, for example, pointed out once again

the importance of the cost factor as well: "If you carryon an educa-

ti~nal program, will the owner do it? I say it all hinges on how much

the .-;C'st is of strengthening compared to rep:'acement cost." And the

same point is made more generally by a public official;

Information programs are only good if people accept them.
This haR been the solution for many seminars Ilve been
involved in. vet's get an educational program, and everybody
says: 'Fine, that's a good idea. I Except, the guy out there
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isn't bu·,.inq them. He's only going to listen to you as
much as he wants to.

The need for additional incentives is particularly evident in the

comments of influentials from the private sector. A banker argued

against information programs: " ... 1 don't think it will be effective.

The reason is the kind of buildings you're talking about are income-

producing property ... normally owned for profit, and an investor wants

a return on his investment. He won't d0 anything that will cut down his

profits." A representative of the apartment house industry supports

this: "Information won't make a difference ... Reason is, I know how

people are. and they hate like hell to spend a nickel on something that

doesn't show." And another member of the business community concurs:

"That kind of information just rolls off people's backs, and they won't

listen ... becausa the earthquake is ar. abstraction to many."

Sinca the property owner may be asked tc bear the costs for improving

seismic safety. it makes sense that such owners and their representatives

would feel that information by itself is an inadequate incentive. They

want the hard data on what is involved--assessment of risk, costs, and

the choice of modest repair or replacement alternatives--but they also

seem to require additional incentives to undertake seismic safety

improvements.

Judging from the responses of the earthquake influentials, the use

of information as an incentive has to be tailored to a particular audi-

ence. Dispen~ing technical information on costs, soil conditions. and

the earthquake resistance of buildings to property owners and their

experts is certainly essential. Such data are intended to reach a

small audience and to provide the conditions for further action. Such
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technical data, however, may not be completely useful when the audience

is the general public and the objectives of communicating are to

increase awareness of the hazard and, possibly, to inculcate prepared

ness and strategies for coping with it. Perhaps, a little hard sell

would not hurt the property owners, but it is not a sensible tactic

when one is trying to increase the general public's depth of understand

ing about the hazard and its ability to make a realistic assessment.

Such assessments are not possible in a climate of fear.

Legal Incentives: Enforcement of Building Codes

When the influentials were asked generally about incentives, there

was not much interest in legal incentives (see Table 5). However, when

the question was put directly as to whether legal action should be used

to force property owners to fix their buildings, fifty (51 percent) of

the ninety-eight influentials thought that it should. Code enforcement

was a frequent legal :"".·gqestion from public and private experts and

laymen. For example, a realtor said: "I think the best way to go about

it is •.• in code enforcement. You can create liability for the property

owner for any damage done as a result of his property no~ being up to

earthquake safety standards." Or as a government health official put

it: "When you have legal options, it oftentimes is a matter of local

government through the enactment of codes. I think codes are the

starting point."

Why is there this interest in codes? One reason is that building

codes olready exist and as such they represent institutionalizp.d legal

machinery. In San Francisco there already is a system of inspections,

notifications of vi0lations, summonses,dueprocess proceedings, fines,

and other legal sanctions. Influentials suggested codes, in part, from
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their experience with other hazards; for example, one public official

feels that the earthquake situatiofl could be handled as is done with

other hazards such as firE': "We havE' a program that is analogous ...

We have retroactive pr,visions in the housing code governing apartment

houses for fire, etc. We go into a thousand buildings a year and they

are required to bring it up to codi'. We compel the owners to do it."

Another reason for the interest in codes is the recent enforcement of

San Francisco's parapet ordinance; this is evident from tr.e comments of

a government engineer: "1 think we should also enforce building codes .•.

like San Francisco is finally starting to enforce the parapet ordinance.

They should enforce it. Can't stand by just waiting for it to falloff

in the next big quake. They took care of it in Los Angeles twenty years

ago." Finally, there (.re those influentials who realize that when

9roperty is extensively renovated, it will have to be brought up to

code, includinq those provisions for seismic safetr: "One thing that's

very commonly usee, even in the code, before you can remodel a portion,

you have to bring the whole building up to code. That's a slow way to

affect a large number of buildings."

Perhaps one of the reasons for support for code enforcement from

the private sector is that such influentials know the process and how

to adjust to it. Building cod~s have been around for some time, result

ing in few procedural uncertainties. They have become accepted con

straints of property ownership with few surprises. A business repre

sentative pointt>d out: "There are millions of ways to circumvent the

codes, and lar!]€' property owners know them all." While another husiness

man commf"l'lted: ,. ~ui 1di ng inspectorc; could ci te ownE'rs for weak buildings,

but inspections don't occur with regular frequency ..• they capitalize on
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this situation." Rather than interpret these findings as high support

of code enforcement. one might more accurately see them as evidence of

low resistance to the code program.

The building code is a standardization of minimal structural and

life-safety requirements. "It represents a consensus of what basic

regulations should be," all entrepreneur stated. No further laws are

seen as necessary by the private sp.ctor. "We have too many laws and

lawyers now:" In other words, the code represents a balance between

public safety and restrictions acceptable to the community property

owners. "Afte:t all," an attorney pointed out: "You find a building

not meeting code; what do you do? Throw people out in the street?

There is that dilemma."

For many of the influentials, interest in enforcement of building

codes wanes when the subject of retroactive seismic safety provisions

is mentioned. Some business influentials point to the parapet ordinance

as a retroactive program and criticize its arbitrary enforcement, while

some public officials look to it as a precedent to broaden the juris

diction of the buildir.g code. A planner, for example, suggested that:

"The building code is something that shOUld be retroactive ••• It's

supposedly based on new discoveries and knowledge concerning life

safety. This should be retroactive." In contrast there is the typical

view among private-sector influentials that "there is no ordinance that

says you have to bring your old building up to earthquake standards.

Don't think it would be translated into public policy because every owner

would be on [Mayor)George Moscone's doorstep saying, you better qet rid

of that damn thing. That's going to cost billions of dollars."
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A few respondents who are aware of warning signs being used in

the state capitol uuilding or that Los Angeles is considering such a

procedure guggested using signs as a legal action. For example, a

disaster planning official observed:

from a legal standpoint I would require buildings to be
ins~cted... and not meeting that inspection. r would post
a sign stating: This building does not meet earthquake
standards. Thi:; may be a "danger to your health" type of
sign. It does get attention. and it'll make people think
twice about entering that building. Or you may keep a lot
of people out that would have given a business to that
type of building ...whatever it is.

An engineer doubts whether a sign would be effective:

If you post a notice on a building, say in the lobuy,
which says: "This bui lding is unsafe, CIS determined
by such and such board of supervisors." It's not
~oing to help the guy any. I think most people will tend
to ignore it after a while--it's not gDing to do any good.

In general, the suggestions of the influentials for legal action

were not particularly sophisticated, nor novel. The reliance on buila-

ing codes reflects a triumph of tradition. For the experts the building

code is the usual way for the introduction of new standards and the

application of old standards in the everyday practice of design and

construction. For the business people and property owners, codes are

the typical vehicle for adjusting the community's concern with safety

and their own interests. Such businessmen are used to coping with the

enforcement of codes and they know that th~ process is lengthy and that,

often, time and delay can work to their advantage. Even if codes were

made retroactive to handle other hazards besides parapets, the standards

would have to be modest in order to be acceptable. Moreover, it is

quite clear that enforcement would have to proceed slowly and selectively.

As we have seen in the discussion of hazard awareness, most influentials

would start with buildings in which there is some structural problem.
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But, even with this priority, there will be choices to be made. Should

government start with its own buildings and set an example for the

private sector? Should the city start in the private sector with the

most flagrant cases or the simple ones? The case for selectivity in

code e~forcement is made best in this comment by an astute observer

from the private sector:

Los Angeles set up a parapet ordinance twenty years ago
taking blocks of the city and starting an enforcement
program one block at a time. Now the people that got hit
firs~ claim that's selective enforcement ..•The idea is that
selective enforcement eventually will be total enforcement.
In any enforcement program, there is some problem. And one
with the enforcement of the parapet ordinance is they want
to make the Fairmont Hotel look like a [modern, plairu hotel.
And the Fairmont Hotel is a lovely old structure that has a
lot of unsafe parapets, doodads and sculpture on it. So
does the Pacific Union Club. If you take selective
enforcement and you take those kinds of places and enforce
it first, you can stop the enforcement program because you're
going to get a public outcry: NO, we don't want to do that.
Now, if you want to stop a program, take the most dramatic
case and try it first; then you lose all your momentum.

A Promising Package

It should be evident from the previous discussion that the design

of an incentive program is not just a simple matter of finding some

source of financial assistance after which everything will fall in place.

Economic incentives do dominate the thinking of the influentials, but

it is clear that ~hey will not work by themselves. In Table 6, the

various incentives which were discussed in the course of the interviews

are ranked in terms of rough estimates of the influentials' likely

support and opposition. The numbers themselves are not to be taken

seriously, but the ranking itself is useful for understanding which

incentives should be further explored.
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TABLE 6

EARTHQUAKE INFLUENTIALS SUPPORT
PROPERTY TAX INCENTIVES

Estimate of
Political Feasibilitya

Incentive

Use the property tax
Enforce building codes
Use low-interest loans
Provide technical data
Use income tax rebates
soft-sell information
Use govel"nmen t

matching funds
Grants
Redevelopment programs
Court action
Legislative action
Encourage insurance

company activity
Hard-sell information
Posting warning signs

IPresale inspection

I

Type of
Incf!ntive------
Economic
Legal
Economic
Information
Economic
Information

Economic
Economic
Economic
Legal
Legal

Economic
Information
Legal
Legal

Support

No.

54
47
42
42
35
32

30
26
24
23
18

16
13

5
4

Neutral

No.

8
13

8
7

13
15

11
12
10
10
18

10
14

5
11

o ose

No.

14
4

17
11
10
20

12
13

4
15
11

3
31
27
34

a 1.Mu t1ple responses possible.

Source: Questions 5, 6, 7 and 8. See Appendix B.
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Incentives at the bottom of the table probably are not worth much

further effort because of the opposition. Some of them are really not

incentives. For example, the mention of insurance is actually in the

context of the possibility of lower rates if buildings were brougl,t up

to sei~mic standard~or sometimes ~fisl1rance LS suggested as 3 substitute

for fixing up a building or for coping with possible l;ability problems.

Others, such as legislative and court dctio~are not sufficiently a~line

ated, and represent feelings about the need for state support or for legal

sanctions in general.

It is the incentives at the top which warrant attention. Here can

be seen property tax, loans, code enforcement, and technical data.

Although there is considerable support among the influentials for some

use of prof~rty tax rebates or assessment adjustments, factors outside

San Francisco make it less promising than it appears. Current unhappiness

throughout the state with the tax, together with the interest of elected

state officials in making significant adjustments for relief, make it

unlikely that the state would agree to a considerable erosion of the

property tax base for a special, localized purpose such as seismic safety.

A more likely candidate is the use of low-interest loans. There are

past and present precedents for such loans. The use of loans would be

particularly appealing if federal money could be used to augment local

loan programs. Usually federal money for such purposes as code rehabili

tation has been at the rate of 3 percent. This rate would help con

siderably to lower a property owner's interest costs, which ·lnder the

local programs are uS'lally pegged at muni~ipal bond rates which are

roughly about twice the federal interest rate. Such a loan program would
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have to be flexible, capable of being used for a variety of public and

private buildings, and not just restricted to certain n~ighborhoods or

historical landmarks.

In addition to these loans, the codes would have to be modified to

make retroactive a modest set of seismic safety standards. San Fran

C1SCO'S experience with its parapet ordinance provides a weak but at

least some kind of foundation for doing so. Before such a code cha1ge

would be possible, a program of technical information would have to be

J2veloped so that the property owners wi 11 know real istica11y what

hazards thelt huildings present and what sensibly can be done about

them. The technical datQ will present the costs. The f:ode will pro

vide the standards and the legal means for compliance. And t~le loans

will ease the financial b1lrden of that compliance. The total package

of loans, technical data, and enforce~ent of seismic safety prov~=jons

could be augment.ed by a soft-sell publ ie education campaign to provide

citizen support for the overall hazard reduction program.

NEXT STEPS: WHO?

DesigniLg a promising package of incentives is relatively easy;

implementing them, however, may be difficult. Who will make sure that

these incentives become operational and then that they actually change

the behavior of the owners of prop~rty? Although not always the case,

there is recently the assumption thdt seismic safety is a public problem

and that government a~ a regulator of public safety is responsihle for

ensuring safety from earthquake hazards.

Many of the solutions prcposed by earthquake scientists, engineers,

and planners assume that it is logical for government to do something
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about the hazard. They may disagree about the scope of government

responsibility and the appropriate level at which to act, but they do

agree that government does have a role. What is the situation in San

Francisco? Do the earthquake influentials agree with the scientti1caxNnunity

that seismic safety is a job for government? Which level of government

is believed to be responsible for mitigating the hazards of earthquakes?

What is the likelihood that government will lead or be a central ~art

of a coalition to implement a program of incentives? Who else will be

involved in such a concerted effort?

Should Government Intervenp.?

Few would dispute the fact that government has a role in relievirg

the social and economic disruption that follows a devastating earth-

quake. The view expres~Ed by one of the consumer advocates reflects

the common recognition of this government role: "National disasters--

that' s the place for government to be. II But what do the influentials

think about government intervention prior to disastrous events? Does

the government have a responsibility to ~educe the vulnerability of a

community known to be at risk?

One emergency services official believes that the responsibility

to keep people safe from the hazards of earthquakes is

Inherent in the oath of office of every chief administrator
in the land. When he takes that oath, he says that he'll
do everything in his power to protect people--that includes
crime in the streets as well as disasters.

Several of the respondents offered the same justification for interventivn

into the affairs of a community. one of the earthquake engineers expressed

this conunon opinion: "It's the responsibility of government, I think,

to do things that the individual cannot do by himself.·
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Even though several of the respondents in business favored a

laissez faire approach, few disputed government intervention in the area

of seismic safety. "I'm not a believer in the government's tentacles

extending too far into society," exclaimed one property manager. Never-

theless, this same inoividual also believes that "there has to be an

organizational structure within government to make the public sector

aware of the dangers froro earthquakes and a hell of a lot of other

hazards". A banker and property appraiser commented; "I'm not one

who's in favor of big brother telling everybody how to live, but I think

the code requireme~ts are a necess1ty--the one thing that big brother

does have to tell the builders ..md only for public safety."

There are some from the private sector who particularly feel that

government intervent.ion brings probl~ms with it. A chamber of conunerce

executive, for example, is against government 1ntervention, and stated

emphatically that

Government involvement implies problems, wrong decisions,
bumbling bureaucracy. The individual still has the right
to live in an earthquake area •.. or in a congested area wher~

the likelihood of injury during an earthquake is high.

A housing development executive believes that "we take a chance wherever

we live •.. The more we authorize government to legislate or regulate,

the more we reach a point of never wanting to do anything for ourselves."

A decided majority of the respondents perhaps would ask if there is

a difference between wanting to do something for onesplf and being able

to do it. Even one respondent who believes that people have a right to

live in earthquake country admitted that "a lot of people don't havp a

choice about where they live".
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Several of the respondents bp.lieve that the community should not

rely entirely on government for protection from the hazards of earth

quakes. They believe that the responsibility for community safety

should be shared. A public uti1itie~ engineer stated: "I don't believe

anyone can divorce himself and sa) it's entirely government's problem

and the private citizen has absolutely nothing to do with it." An

emergency servic£s official stressed that "people have to work together .•.

to keep (their cotml1,,;I\ity) safe. It's everybody's problem." Thi:; belief

was echced by a real estate management ~xecutive: "I think it's every

body's responsibility. It's everybody's problem--legi~lators,owners,

professional managers, and the tenants themscl'!es."

Certainly there are things tr.at an individual Cdnnot do for himself.

However, there is one thing that virtually everybody can do. According

to another emergency services official, "citizens should insist that

they do get the very, very best protection possible from earthquakes".

Eighty-two percent of the sample of earthquake influentials believes

that seismic safety is an area which re~uires government attention (see

Table 7). Among the various groups of individuals who take a firm

position on this issue, the government employees and experts are unani

mous in their view. All of these individuals see that government has

a responsibility to keep people safe from earthquake-related hazards.

Less than 2G perl.",nt of the respondents in each of the remaining groups

believe that government is not responsible in the area of earthquake

safety.

Evidently. the respondents not only believe that government responsi

bility exists in relieving the losses that follow a disastrous earthquake:
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they also believe that this responsibility p.xtends to prevention before

the occurrence of such an p-vent.

How should government accomplis~ this latter objective? The

following discussion eXFlores what the respondents consider to be

appropriate gow\rnmentlction in the area of seismic safety.

\\'hich Level of Government Should be Respc ·\sible?

Many earthquake influentials believe that all levels of government

share the responsibility for keeping people safe from the hazards of

earthquakes. As illustrated in Table 8, 43 percent of individuals who

responded tC' this issue feel t!'at all three levels of government--

federal, state, anc local--are jointly responsible. "I feel that each

major level of government has a strong responsibility", commented an

emergency servicE'c; official. "They all have to participate and they

all have a strong responsibility and accountabiJ ity." One structural

engineer believes that "it takes a combined effort of all levels to

pull off dealing with something like earthquakes". A member of a

regional planning and conservation gruup elaborated further:

I think all levels of government should ~hare in that
re;ponsibiUty. I think that each part will overlap. In
some case~ you can clearly define what the roles might be.
I thinY l~nd-use planning in a very detailed sense should
be done by local governments, but they're not the wealthiest
levels of government and they're not able to have the broad
e_:i.,.~rtiqe that the state government has in some cases and
t.;h.:l~ tl.e federal government has in other cases. There should
be eome place for local governments to go to be supplemented. Not
nt!cessariiy with the idea 'J! somebody telling them what to do
but having that information avail<lhl<'.. I think all levels of
government carry ~ responsibility to share th~t information.

Nine individual::, including a city planner, pointed to local govern-

ment as the most appropriate level responsible !or ~lleviatinq so~ of

the problems involved in ~arthq:lak.e-hazardmitiqation:
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In terms of educat.ing people and getting people cOhcerned
a~ut dealing with the problem, I think that there's a
:ot of people-to-people contact needed. That's best
[accomplished) on a local level.

This he believes is logical because, as he stated, "The further the

genesis of the program from the people who are supposed to be affected

[by the program], the less likely th~t they are going to be really

affected. "

Several respondents leok to the state for protection from earth-

quake hazards, as does one real estate broker, who said, "I think the

state is big enough to do something about it; maybe because in California

a lot of earthquakes occur". However, some respondents have a wider

view and relegate this responsibility to the federal gover~~ent.

According to a museum executive:

It's more than a state problem. California is not the only
state that has earthquakes. I would say it's a national
problem because of the fact that if there is a major earth
quake, it becomes a national crisis--it affects our economy
~1d our ability to function.

Respondp.nts Assess Government Performance

How do the actions of the government reflect its concern for seismic

safety? Is government performing the functions which our respondents

believe are necessary in order to keep people safe from seismic hazards?

Many of the respondents feel that government is not doing its job.

A city planner believes that government has a responsibility to

keep people safe from the hazards of earthquakes, but adds: "I don't

think they're living up to that responsibility." What are some of the

reasons for this nonaction? An emergency services official observed

that "motivating government into action is where a great part of our

problem lies ". He further stated:
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If the local government had a greater inducement from the
federal and state government, this would help convey to
the general pUhlic the importance of preparedness, The
fact that there has been so much inaction in this respect
conveys a feeling of apathy on the part of the pUblic.
Government on all levels has to take some action to serve
as an example.

Several of thp respondent~ focused on how the attitUdes and actions

of their local government serve as an example to the general public.

Another emergency services official contended: "We're dealing with what

the top public officials call 'trivia', It's trivia until they need it

[disaster planningl, and then it becomes the most important thing on the

agenda." An exeCutive of a private urban planning group expressed a

similar view:

As far as r know, there's been on~y one major trial of an
earthquake-preparedness plan. And that was really done at
the initiative of Golden Gate Univers~ty, San Francisco
is the most earthquake-prone city in California, and has
been perhaps the mos~ delinquent of the major cities in
California in pursuing earthquake preparedness.

"Part of the problem," according to an emergency services executive

from a privately-funded agency, "is the reluctance on the part of govern-

ment to enforce the parapet ordinance. ~he overhanging parapets, sig~s,

sculpture, and gingerbread provides some of the charm of Sap Francisco.

Yet it is this very 'gingerbread' that is going to kill people."

Understandably, this ordinance has provoked the wrath of many

citizens and property owners who, aside from economic considerations,

believe that such an ordinance threatens the character and beauty of

San Franci5~J. Ac~ording to an aide in the mayor's office, these indi-

viduals "havE> a strong feeling for the historic facade" of their city,

A cOllll\uni ty represp.ntativ~ hears these protest-s; yet he questions their

intrinsic value, particularly as they apply to one area of the city:
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It's a very sensitive issue when it's brought out
because a lot of people will say that if you take away
a lot of the ornaments, and the things that make Chinatown
architecture unique or different, you essentially don't have
a Chinatown. You can look on the other side and say, what is
a Chinatown? Is it the physical appearance or the people?

Who Will Lead?

It is one thing to believe that government is responsibl~ for the

safety of its citizens and to be a little unhappy with its performance,

but it is quite another thing to set conditions under which that perform-

ance can be effective. After all, the government, regardless of level,

is mainly a reflection of its constituents, of their interests and

concerns. If citizens are concerned about the earthquake hazard in a

community, then with enough time and energy something can be done about

the hazard. Generally, citizens avoid~he hazard because of ignorance,

indifference, and more Dressing concerns. Thus, effective action depends

on elites, in and out of government, who are aware of the hazard and who

have sufficient energy and other resources to seek viable solutions.

The selection of the earthq~ake influentials was predicated on the

fact that these people would be concerned about the problem--either in sup-

port of or opposition to hazard ~itigation measures. In order to gauge

the depth Ot that concern and whether they would be willing to do some-

thing about the hazard, the influentials were asked this question:

Do you see your office or profession doing something about the earth-

quake hazard? As was anticipated, almost all of the experts responded

positively and the numbers were somewhat lower for other groups. In the

overall sample seventy influentials (71 percent) responded positively.

But this large po~itive response is deceptive because many of the "yes"
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answers had a "yes, but ..... quality to them, as if to indicate a low

intensity of concern. Few, apart from some experts, were deeply con-

cerned about the issue.

Here, for example, is the response of an engineer who works for a

government agency and feels deeply about the issue:

It's an overwhelming responsi~ility to keep the profession
current so that individuals are knowledgeable about the prob
lems. The profession has the responsibility to raise these
issues--express them every time they come up. I think we
have to be very much involved in the political process.

At the same time, there is an insurance executive who also made a "posi-

tive" response; but note how limIted his response is: "I think the

insurance bus~ness has the responsibility to inform people. Let the

people decide for themselves, whether they will take one course of

action or another. I don't believe in forcing people. We all havp.

decisions we have to make all our lives for protection; somet~mes we

overprotect others."

As one expects, such limited responses corne about in part because

of the dominance of organizational perspectives: "Our responsibility

is to keep water supplied to the people during an earthquake"; or "We

investigate complaints and where necessary impose sanctions on realtors".

Some influentials simply see their responsibility as limited to attending

meetings or being a passive conduit for information. Other influentials

will probably support someone else's program--" .•. if a program can be

developed where we are convinced that the people are not being led down

the primrose path, we will support it"--but such influ£>ntials are not

likely to initiate ~uch a proposal. All too often the influentials

interpret "respon!"ibiJ.l ty" to mean what they are doing now. For example,
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a representative of a public utility stated: "All our buildings are

lllade to .... ithstand a certain seismic load. We do comply ....ith the la..... "

It is not out of such a business-as-usual mentality th~t leaders

usually emerge.

Even an expert ....hose job is concerned ....ith the earthquake safety

issue has other things to ....orry about, as this government official makes

clear:

I'm not doing anything, unfortunately, and this is not right.
I have to worry about the day-to-day problems. And this is
not a day-to-day problem. It goes on the back burner. We
kno.... it exists and ~hat ....e have to do something about it-
hopefully before there is an earthquak.e.

One may ask: Why is it important that people should feel deeply

about an issue? Isn't it enough that they are positively inclined even

though they may be some....hat passive? Unfortunately for those concerned

about the earthquak.e issue, passive concern is not enough iIi politics.

Politics in the United States is coalition politics; one of the pre-

requisites for the formation of any coalition is that it have leaders.

Such leaders usually have sufficient concern to be ....illing to devote

considerable resources to seeking effective policies.

Probably a coalition could be built around those experts who care.

Some experts would not want to participate because such participation

might appear to be unprofessional or self-serving. In any event, a

coalition would still require leaders from other nonexpert groups

because a hazard-reduction program involves a significant allocation of

the resources of the community. Whether leaders could be taken from

these groups is an open question.
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In response to San Francisco's parapet ordinance, leaders did

emerge, such as those from the Foundation For San Francisco's Archi

tectural Heritage. But in that situation, such leaders ~ame into the

political arena because of a concern for preserving the beauty and

aesthetic quality of San Francisco_ One wonders whether leaders will

emerge to respond to what many have called an in~isible hazard.

CONCLUSIONS

Some obvious lessons have been learned from ~his exploratory study.

First, it is important to pursue a package of incentives. Part of the

success of the Field Act in California in making public school buildings

resistant to earthquakes is due to the use of a variety of economic,

legal, and informational incentives over many years since its enactment

in 1933. It is clear from the interviews described here that althougr

economic incentives are essential, they must be supplemented by legal

means to encourage ~ompliance ~~~ informational programs to '-Lovide

technical data and to increase the general level of awareness and support

for hazard mitigation programs. Second, it is critical that an imple

mentation assessment be conducted to ascertain the political viability

of any proposed package of incentives. This assessment would not just

involve a distar.t research effort but would encompass working with

community and government influentials to design ~n institutional struc

turp for usinq a preferred package of incentives. Research is needed

to refinp the incentives, and field research is needed to ensure their

use.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF a
ORGANIZATIONS OF RESPONDENTS

American Institute of Architects (2)*
American Insurance Association
American National Red Cross, Golden Gate Chapter
Apartment House Associations Consolidated
Apartment House Industry of San Francisco, Inc.
Associated BUilding Industry
Associated General Contractors of California, Inc.
California Bankers Association
California Builders Council
California Club of California
California Manufactur~rs Association
Chamber of Comrr.erce of San Francisco
Chinese Affirmati~e Action Program
City and County of San Francisco

Airports Commission
Board of Supervisors (4)
Bureau of Building Inspection
Electricity Department
Fir~ Department
Health Department
Office of Controller
Office of Emergency Services
Office of Mayor (3)
Planning Department (2)
Police Department
Port of San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission

Hetch Hetchy Water and Power Department
Water Department

Recreation and Park Department
Coldwell Banker Commercial Brokerage Company
Commercial property Owners of San Francisco
Commonwealth Club of California
Cry California
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
Fireman's Fund American Life Insurance Company
Fisherman's Wharf Merchants Association
Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage
Ghiradelli Square
H. J. Brunnier Associates
Hospital Council of Northern California
Independent Insurance Agents Association of California
Institute of Real Estate Management
Insurance Information Institute

*Numbers in parentheses indicate number of interviews.

aEach respondent was expressing his personal opinions and
was not representing any official position or view of the
organization for which he worked.
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John A. Blume and Associates
Market Street Development Project, Inc.
Mission Community Legal Defense Firm
Mission Housing Development Corporation
Mission Merchants Association
National Association of Theater Owners of California
National Federation of Independent Businessmen
Native Sons of the Golden West
Noe Valley Merchants Association
Northern Calif~rnia Concrete Masonry Association
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Paci~ic Heights Merchants and Property OWners Association
Polk Street Mercl ants Association
SAFE (Safety A~aren~ss for Ev~ry0ne)

San Francisco Apartments Association
San Francisco Bay Area Council
San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
Sar. Francisco Beautiful
San Francisco Board of Real~ors

San Francisco Buildjng and Construction Trades Council
San Francisco Consumer Action
San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau
San Francisco Council af District Merchants Associations
San Francisco Downtown Association
San Francisco Electrical Contractors Association, Inc.
San Francisco Hotel Association, Inc.
San Francisco International Airport Office of Police Chief
San Francisco Labor Council AFL-CIO (2)*
San Francisco Medical Society
San Francisco Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation
San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association (SPUR)
San Francisco Property Owners Association
San Francisco Public Housing Tenants Association
San Francisco Real Estate Board
San Francisco Tenants Association
San Francisco Tenants Union
Security National Bank
Southern Pacific Transportation Company
State of California Real Estate Department
Tax Associates
"~legraph Bill Neighborhood Association
Union Street Association
United California Bank
u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Wells Fargo Ban~

Western Association of Insurance Brokers
Western Pacific Railroad company (2)

*Numbers in parenthesps indicate number of intervipws.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. In your job do you have tc deal with earthquakes in any way?

2. Do you think there are really important hazards associated
with earthquakes?

3. (a) Do you th1nk it is the responsibility of government to
make sure that we are safe from the hazards of earthquakes?

(bJ Which level, or levels, of government do you see having
this responsibility?

4. Suppose we were to have a program to fix up old buildings
to increase their safety from the hazards of earthquakes;
which buildings should we start with?

5. In your opinion, what could be done to encourage the owners
of these old buildings to fix them up?

(If respondent mentions an economic incentive, go to
Question 6 (h); if not, ask Question 6 (a»)

6. (a) If we wanted to proviu~ financial assistance, how
should we do it?

(b) If we wanted to provide financial assistance, surh
as , how should we do it?

(c) Can you think of any other ways?

7. (a) Should we provide information to a property owner so
he would fix his buildings voluntarily?

(b) What kind of information would be useful?

8. (a) Should we use legal action to force property owners
to fix their buildings?

(b) What actions are likely to be effective?

9. Are there any other ways we can get property owners to
cooperate and fix their building~?

10. Do you see your office or profession doing something about
the earthquake hazard? If so, what?

11. Who else should I talk to about these matters?
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